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Executive Summary
US Auto manufacturers lack sustainable material suppliers that enable them to lower the

overall life cycle emissions of vehicles. Transportation in the United States accounts for 29% of
annual greenhouse gas emissions, equating to 1.8 billion metric tons.1 To lower these emissions,
sustainable transportation innovation focuses on electrification as a magic bullet.2 But, 30% of
auto emissions are derived from vehicle manufacturing. To solve this unaddressed problem, we
introduce EcoForm as a way to reduce cradle-to-gate emissions up to 85%.7

EcoForm is a biocomposite material supplier to automotive manufacturers. Our
biocomposite material offers a lighter, safer, more sustainable alternative to traditional materials,
while remaining price and strength competitive. Auto manufacturers rely on steel and aluminum
to build cars, which are high-energy, extractive, and emissive materials. Replacing these metals
with regenerative plant fiber composites lowers GHG emissions two ways. First, biocomposite
materials cut fuel consumption because they are one fifth the weight of steel, reducing vehicle
weight by up to 60%.3 Second, biocomposites are less energy intensive to produce.4 Ecoform
also offers a safer alternative since our biocomposite material can be designed to absorb
significantly more energy than metal in a crash.5

There are 1.6 million vehicles6 produced in the United States each year, with EcoForm
between a supplier market of $115bn and the $92bn lightweight composite market. Swiss
competitor BComp provides a sustainable material solution, but they have not yet reached the
United States Market. EcoForm differentiates itself by offering a sustainable and safer material
to US-based auto-manufacturers, with the goal of expanding to other applications.

Our launch is already underway, with the help of Brown’s Formula Racing Team, who
are currently making their car from biocomposites this year. The main event of the Formula
Student league occurs in Michigan every spring, where executives from the ‘Big Three’ U.S.
automakers judge each team's design. Once Brown shows this possibility and earns support from
the judges, more teams will follow suit. From here, we plan to expand into sponsoring teams in
professional leagues such as IndyCar and Nascar before striking deals with large automakers.

Our experienced team is well-positioned to achieve these aggressive goals. Our founders
have experience in sustainable development, organizational management, materials production,
and software development. Additionally, we have assembled a team of advisors with diverse
backgrounds ranging from veterans in the autosupplier industry to patent experts.

In Year 5, EcoForm projects that it will earn $250,000,000 in revenue, $25,000,000 in
operating expenses, and $37,500,000 in operating income. We will employ 78 total people,
starting with 10 core members throughout the first year. Key revenue drivers include the sale of
materials and the percent of automakers’ cars produced using EcoForm. We request $2,000,000
in Series A funding in order to finance the research and development of EcoForm’s product,
execute our marketing strategy focused on sponsoring motorsport teams, create a robust
production infrastructure, and secure the U.S. biocomposite market through efficient growth.

6www.statista.com/statistics/184171/us-passenger-car-production-since-1994/.
7“www.bcomp.ch/sustainability/.

5www.mech.utah.edu/composites_cars/.

4 Czapla, Aleksander, et al. “Composite as a Material of the Future in the Era of Green Deal Implementation
Strategies.” Processes, vol. 9, no. 12, 2021, p. 2238., doi:10.3390/pr9122238.

3 www.mech.utah.edu/composites_cars/.
2www.greenpeace.org/static/planet4-eastasia-stateless/2021/11/47de8bb4-gpea_auto_environmental_guide_2021.pdf
1www.statista.com/statistics/1118464/transportation-co2-emissions-in-the-us-energy-consumption/.
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Company Description

EcoForm is a biocomposite material supplier that helps auto manufacturers lower

greenhouse gas manufacturing emissions with our sustainable alternative to steel and aluminum.

This premium biocomposite material improves automakers bottom line by helping them create

better, more attractive vehicles that will reach their sustainability goals.

EcoForm has three differentiated benefits:

1. A lighter material than traditional materials. EcoForm biocomposites are ⅕ the

weight of steel. This lighter material equates to up to a 60% reduction in vehicle

surface weight, lowering the vehicle’s energy consumption and emissions.

2. A more sustainable surface material  made from flax fiber, which removes

carbon from the atmosphere when grown. Flax also grows circularly without

irrigation, as opposed to extractive and emissive mining.

3. A safer, stronger surface material, designed to absorb more energy in crashes and

reduce toxicity of manufacturing for workers.

There is no established biocomposite material manufacturer in the United States that

provides these benefits: lighter, more sustainable, and safer. With the lightweight composite

industry evaluated at $88 billion,7 EcoForm will be the first to bring this to the American market.

EcoForm’s Biocomposite Material

EcoForm is a flax fiber and resin based composite material. Through a series of

experiments supplemented with data from published studies, we’ve identified flax fiber

composite’s better strength-to-weight ratio than steel. Our composite is made of flax fibers

woven in a biaxial weave similar to that of carbon fiber. We will also offer a suite of

manufacturing solutions to ensure an easy transition and proper use of our product.

7 https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/composite-market-200051282.html
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Traditional steel and aluminum are unsustainable for three distinct reasons. First, steel

and aluminum require lots of energy to produce. Aluminum production accounted for 5% of all

U.S. electricity use in 20191.8 Second, these metals are limited and extractive. Mining them

requires lots of energy, and generates unnecessary emissions. Third, steel and aluminum are

heavy materials, increasing vehicle weight. Industry experts estimate that a pound of surface

material on a car adds ten additional pounds due to the need for a more robust engine, drivetrain,

and braking system2.9 Heavier cars require more energy to move, resulting in higher greenhouse

gas emissions, even if the vehicle is electric.

Flax, on the other hand, has many distinct advantages over steel and aluminum. First, it

removes carbon dioxide from the atmosphere when grown. This allows us to be carbon neutral,

which is an attractive trait for new suppliers entering the automotive industry. Second, growing

flax is a completely circular process with a rapid 100 day growth cycle, meaning it's fully

sustainable. Third, flax grows natively in a large portion of the U.S. without any irrigation. This

means it does not compete with food-based agriculture and is not capital intensive like mining

for metals.

A Premium Material Improving Automaker’s Bottom Line

Replacing traditional surface materials with EcoForm adds value for automakers in

multiple ways. One being the enhanced value for consumers; McKinsey reports that 70% of

9 Jack Waksman - Team advisor and founder/CEO of auto OEM supplier Shawmut
8www.greenpeace.org/static/planet4-eastasia-stateless/2021/11/47de8bb4-gpea_auto_environmental_guide_2021.pdf
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Americans are willing to pay 5% more for a greener alternative.10 Meanwhile, EcoForm is price

competitive with traditional materials, so the Automakers margins increase. At the same time,

having our innovative and sustainable materials will draw new customers to a particular car

model due to its remarkability. Additionally, Automakers would benefit from government

incentives and tax breaks for reducing their greenhouse gas emissions.

Manufacturing Solutions for the New Era of Auto Manufacturing

EcoForm will capitalize on the shifting automotive industry by providing the production

innovation that automakers are looking for. U.S. automakers are desperately following new

players such as Tesla, who use automation to increase efficiency and profit margins. The recent

Inflation Reduction Act grants $20 billion to automakers specifically for new sustainable

production facilities. Our manufacturing solutions will be tailored to these facilities, providing

compatibility with the industrial robots becoming common use in new auto manufacturing

plants.

Market Research and Analysis

The Auto Industry is Undergoing its largest shift in history:

Traditional auto manufacturers use copious amounts of energy, metal, plastic, and

destructive toxins. This is the standard practice of large auto manufacturers such as Toyota,

Volkswagen, Ford, and more, which release damaging carbon emissions. With the rise in

awareness of greenhouse gasses and their direct correlation to automobiles, vehicle pollutants,

and climate change, the auto industry has to make a change in their production and

manufacturing. In response to these negative and damaging consequences, the auto industry is

undergoing its largest shift in history towards automation and sustainability by lowering their

carbon footprint.

As the rise of new technologies are enhancing multiple industries, auto manufacturers are

starting to revolutionize their car models to provide innovative technologies and less traditional

10 https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/sustainability/our-insights/how-much-will-consumers-pay-to-go-green
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production infrastructures. In order to compete with dynamic competitors such as Tesla, who is

at the forefront of both electric and automated manufacturing, automakers are starting to require

more efficient automated systems to adapt to changing consumer preferences, tightening

regulation, and technological breakthroughs.

Ford has recently, as one of the first American automakers, joined Manufacture 2030

which is designed to help suppliers measure, manage, and reduce carbon emissions in pursuit of

their goal to reach carbon neutrality no later than 2050 globally. Ford currently projects to have a

76% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions by 2035 from 2017. Ford’s Global Vice

President in Supply Chain Jonathon Jennings explained, “Achieving carbon neutrality for Ford is

an important corporate goal and integral to our purpose to help build a better world. It is

becoming a strong demand from our customers, shareholders and investors, and the supply chain

is essential in achieving this goal”. M2030 aims to improve companies by measuring their

historical data to understand their companies emissions, managing a clear path towards carbon

reduction goals, and accelerating progress towards completely reducing carbon emissions.

M2030 is also used by other companies such as Bridgestone, Toyota, Bayer, and more, proving

its legitimacy in improving sustainability. There is a clear commitment in America to promoting

sustainability standards, and EcoForm will capitalize on this movement.

As the car industry shifts towards Electric Vehicles in effort to reduce carbon emissions

and adapt to new technologies, EcoForm will remove high pollutant surface materials such as

steel, aluminum, and thermoplastic, and replace them with stronger, lighter biocomposites. Large

automakers such as Ford have noted the sustainable and lightweight features of electric vehicles

and have started their own EV business to expedite their hand in the electric future. Ford has

separated into two business units: Ford Model e division and Ford Blue division. This division of

Ford allows for the auto manufacturer to focus on both the cutting edge technology and EV

competitor market. It is important to note Ford’s effort and dedication to both the production

changes and electric vehicle market as it demonstrates the need and profit-market for more

sustainable auto practices, which EcoForm will offer.

While EVs provide numerous benefits for the environment, there are additional

incentives for consumers to purchase EVs. In December 2021, the United States Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) established regulations for Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Passenger

Cars and Trucks which includes substantial public health and welfare benefits for consumers.
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Additionally governments in leading automakers have announced a target for 100% EV share by

2050. Another crucial piece of legislation came as part of the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) of

August 2022. A piece of the act calls for $2 billion in grants to help convert existing auto

manufacturing plants into ones producing electric vehicles and $20 billion of loans for new clean

vehicle manufacturing facilities. In other words, domestic manufacturers are getting monumental

grants to completely rethink and redesign their production facilities. This makes the adoption

period much smoother, as these new facilities have no constraints besides being eco-friendly.

On top of the IRA’s $2 billion in grants to help convert existing auto manufacturing

factories, the Advanced Energy Project Credit provides a 30% credit for investments in projects

that re-equip, expend, or establish certain domestic manufacturing or industrial facilities to

support the production or recycling of renewable energy property. EcoForm’s biocomposite

material falls under this clause which provides a 30% tax credit and ultimately a decreased cost

in production. Being able to produce a legitimate product while capturing government mandated

tax benefits puts EcoForm in a position to scale immensely and increase our customers margins.

Combined with sustainability movements and incentives, EcoForm’s biocomposite is a

premium material. After consulting with luxury industry professionals, EcoForm’s product

encompasses a rarity in material/technology, a dynamic aesthetic, and consumer desire for

greater sustainability. The material is safe, sleek, and will elevate the reputation of any vehicle

that is built with it. Similar to companies like Vibram and GoreTex, our branded material will be

worn proudly by our customers. The premium classification will allow EcoForm to have high

margins, especially when coupled with the tax credits received for sustainability.

That being said, we’ll continue to develop straightforward manufacturing solutions to go

along with our product. Generating tax benefits through the production of automotive materials

is a lucrative opportunity and will incentivize the adoption of biocomposites by U.S. automakers.

It is important to emphasize the benefits, incentives, and general understanding for the need of

biocomposites so that we can tailor EcoFrom to the untapped U.S. market, as opposed to our

international competitors.

Urgent demand in U.S. to match the pace of European competitors:

Ecoform is entering a dynamic market on an international scale. The biocomposite

industry has been spearheaded by European automakers such as BMW, Porsche, and Volvo who
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are actively participating in the biocomposite market. These companies recently invested $32M

in a Swiss flax fiber composite company Bcomp, who offers sustainable, lightweight material for

high performance racing teams. This groundbreaking collaboration demonstrates the high global

interest and necessity for composite automobiles. Bcomp pledges a solution for a cleaner future

without losing any dynamic components and features in automobiles. Recently, Bcomp

successfully implemented their high-performance material in a production Volvo. Bcomp’s

success in the European market demonstrates an attractive blueprint for EcoForm in the U.S.

market and a positive step towards full carbon neutrality.

Despite this untapped market, there is a history of biocomposites, specifically in the

automotive industry, dating back to Henry Ford’s ‘Hemp Car’ in the 1930s. The timeline below

shows this history. It is important to note that Bcomp is the only notable progress after 2011.

As previously mentioned, there is currently no U.S. based biocomposite supplier. This is

why it is tremendously important that EcoForm is introduced to the American market before

Bcomp, in order to secure deals with American car manufacturers. In order to establish our
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dominance in the American market, we have two state based partnerships that we plan to utilize.

First, we have direct access to American racing leagues. Starting with Formula SAE, we will

expand into other leagues such as IndyCar and Nascar to prove our materials and gain the

attention of automakers (see also: marketing plan in following section). Our competitor Bcomp

simply does not have access to these leagues, as they source domestically. Since Bcomp is just

entering the GT and Formula racing leagues of Europe, they will have to expedite their U.S.

marketing technique and halt their European ventures in order to catch up with EcoForm. Our

other distinct advantage is the pride and preference of the American automotive industry to

source domestically. Both in racing and production vehicles, the U.S. has always had a fervent

relationship with domestic sourcing.113 ‘American Steel’ is still a dominant selling point, and any

foreign outsourcing has always been frowned upon for U.S. automakers and their patriotic

customers. With EcoForm’s material sourced and produced 100% in the U.S., we will have a

distinct advantage over any pre-existing competitors, along with other surface material suppliers

who tend to source internationally.

American Auto Supplier Industry Market of $115 Billion

According to the World Steel Association, 900 kg of steel is used on average per vehicle,

of which 40% is used in the body structure. Other materials such as high-strength steel,

magnesium alloys, and aluminum alloys are additionally used in automobile bodies. The

registration of more and more electric vehicles has boosted growth in the Automobile Metal

Industry, which is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 4.52% from

2020-2026 to reach a total of 226.41 billion dollars (Straits Research). We plan to consume a

portion of this market as we prove that our biocomposites are significantly lighter, similar in

strength, environmentally safer, and competitively priced versus traditional metal and plastic

products.

We plan to be a Tier 1 supplier to American Automobile companies such as General

Motors, Stellantis, and Ford (OEMs). This means that we will supply parts and systems directly

to these companies, who design, promote, and assemble the vehicles. We estimate the American

Tier 1 supplier market to be around a 115 billion dollar market with about a third of this market

centered around car bodies and chassis. Additionally, comparable data from i3 Connect show

11 https://drivesustainability.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Material-Change_VF.pdf
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that an investment in bioplastic manufacturing reached 500 million dollars in the first quarter of

2022. We plan to significantly penetrate the American Automotive Supplier Industry within the

first five years of inception.

Lightweight Composites Expand Into $92B Market

Once we have gained mass in the American automotive industry, Ecoform will expand to

the 8812 billion dollar composite market. The composite market has a projected 7.5% CAGR

from 2021 to 2026, and currently suffers from high production costs (grandviewresearch). Our

critical path approach will enable us to develop the manufacturing technology to perfect our

lightweight composite bodies cheaply, while working with American OEMs. Then we can

expand to industries such as aerospace, defense, wind energy, marine, and aviation. In

consequence, by the time of this expansion, we will have perfected inexpensive operations and

have proven the value of our lightweight biocomposites. This will empower Ecoform to easily

capture a significant market share of the larger composites market quickly and achieve continued

exponential growth.

Marketing Plan

Proving our materials through motorsports and creating public awareness

Another powerful advantage is our close proximity to American motorsports, the proving

ground for new automotive technology. Our initial marketing has begun by implementing our

biocomposites in Brown’s Formula SAE racecar. As the body design and composites lead of the

Brown Formula team, Ecoform co-founder Gresh Chapman designs and fabricates the car’s body

panels. This spring, Gresh and the Brown Formula Team will bring our biocomposite car to the

league’s main event in Michigan, which includes several hundred engineering schools. Here,

teams fight for lap times, but also pitch their designs to top executives from Ford, GM, and

Stellantis. This will be Ecoform’s first exposure to customers.

We are the first in the league to use biocomposite body panels and expect to gain the

attention and business of other schools after the unveiling of our race car built from EcoForm

12 https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/composite-market-200051282.html
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material. The car’s design will expose as much flax fiber as possible, to attract competitors to ask

about our sourcing and reasoning behind flax. This competition will act as our first sales event,

pitching and proving the use of biocomposites to every other engineering school and auto

executive there. These materials will spread throughout the FSAE league, as other team’s design

leads have vocalized their desire for sustainability. Many of these automotive engineering

students continue their careers on racing teams in Nascar, IndyCar, and Formula 1. Through

FSAE and targeted sponsorships with bigger race teams, we will help build some of the most

remarkable vehicles on the track. Motorsport teams also have sustainability goals, which we will

help them reach while gaining exposure through their vehicle’s livery or ‘paint job’ which

functions as a moving billboard.

Outside of racing events, we plan to participate in trade shows and expositions to further

introduce EcoForm. One major example being SEMA in Las Vegas, the largest automotive trade

show in the country. It is integral to our business plan that we attend these shows as we will stand

out among the other composites suppliers with our natural materials and ‘green glow’ of

sustainable manufacturing solutions. SEMA is highly publicized, giving us exposure to the

general public. This end-use exposure is critical, as consumer demand will be important leverage

to have when crafting deals with these large companies.

Following the approach of companies like Gore-Tex and Vibram, we will seize the

opportunity of public marketing rather than simply advertising to businesses. This way, any car

made with our materials will have an elevated reputation. As one shoe manufacturer said about

Vibram; “We could make a better outsole than this, but the Vibram name is established in the

consumer's mind and it helps us sell shoes." Our marketing in motorsport and trade shows will

establish this consumer trust. Any car made with our materials will wear a subtle EcoForm badge

on the interior, the same way a speaker system in a car displays its manufacture. This is a

win-win, as the car has added value and remarkability, meanwhile EcoForm receives exposure to

those who don’t know about us.

While social media and web presence are not our main drivers of traffic by any means,

we’ll still have a presence in these areas. Most of the social media content will consist of news,

partnerships, and development within the company. We want to create an open door to our

progress and have customers feel connected to our mission. The EcoForm website will have

information about what we produce and our environmental impact, along with news and progress
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similar to our social media. It’s important for us to keep the public updated about our progress

and to have a trustworthy online presence to solidify our brand.

Financials
Forecasted Sales Growth and Measures of Success

Despite our first year of capital intensive marketing and production, we will scale quickly

after acquiring our first customer heading into year two. Starting with one customer vehicle

model using our material, we can expect a 5% share of our customer’s roughly 1.5M produced

vehicles. This earns us $1.8M in revenue to end year one. During years two and three, we will

gain one customer a year and increase our share of customer vehicles produced by 10%. We will

require a second round of funding in year three, raising $10M to vastly expand scale production

capacity before moving internationally. By year five, we project $250M in revenue with five

total automakers using our material on 25% of their vehicles. Due to the new biocomposite

market in the United States, we had to make a number of assumptions when projecting our

financial statements. These assumptions are based on discussions with industry experts along

with research in parallel markets

Adoption of Material Rises From 5% to 25% in 5 Years

We plan to sponsor motorsport for an entire year before having our first customer. From

there, we assume that we acquire a new customer each year. Due to initial market inertia, we

expect a slow adoption of material, starting with only 5% of total vehicles produced. In the above

section, we outline how we will combat this slowness to adopt biocomposites. Additionally, we

estimate that the total customer vehicle production will start with an average of U.S. automaker’s

domestically produced vehicles (1.5 million). This figure would vary depending on our specific

customers, but is an average of our projected potential customers. We estimate an average

biocomposite material use of 250 sq/ft based on data for applicable surfaces across all production

cars, while accounting for scrap negative space on cut patterns.13

13 https://weprintwraps.com/wp-content/themes/weprintwraps/files/pvo_square_footage_list.pdf
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Competitive Pricing Allows For 50% Margins

As we are set on creating a price competitive biocomposite, we base our pricing on bulk

pricing for steel and aluminum with a slight premium. In addition, we base production cost on

textile manufacturing figures in adjacent industries such as fiberglass or flax linen. Accounting

for the low price of raw flax offers us a distinct advantage in margins (50%) compared to

expensive mining for raw minerals used in metals14. Once we have the production facility, we

expect to spend 5¢ sq/ft, selling the material for twice that. This means each vehicle will use $25

in raw material. Combined with resin and manufacturing costs, customers will pay a similar

figure to that of steel or aluminum.

High CAC and LTV with Minimal Churn Rate

Once established, we expect a very low or nonexistent churn rate, as switching back from

biocomposite would be a large step backwards for our customers, especially once their

manufacturing is in place. However, cost to acquire a customer remains high due to our

sponsoring of motorsports teams and other marketing costs, which are over $100k before

acquiring our first customer. Fortunately, lifetime value remains high due to our low churn rate.

Fixed Costs Become % Revenue After Y1

Our calculations for general and administrative costs begin with fixed allocations for our

seed round funds, and become a percentage of revenues once we obtain our first customer. These

costs are based on our hiring timeline, and begin with material scientists (See also: Operational

Timeline). Likewise, our projections for research and development begin with fixed allocations

for our seed round funds, and become a percentage of revenues once we have our first customer.

However, these costs are based on cost of materials and initial equipment, and account for

EcoForm’s experimental biomaterial trials. Finally, our sales and marketing costs also begin with

seed round fund allocations, and after we obtain a customer become a percentage of revenues.

These costs are based on costs of sponsoring motorsport teams, travel costs associated with

networking, and trade shows.

These assumptions enable us to develop a reasonable forecast of our first few years of

financial statements. As we progress through our venture development, we will modify our

assumptions and the resultant financial projections.

14 https://repository.library.georgetown.edu/bitstream/handle/10822/708395/8733.PDF?sequence

https://repository.library.georgetown.edu/bitstream/handle/10822/708395/8733.PDF?sequence
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A Driven, Passionate Management Team
Our team has relevant experience in industrial design, sustainable development, and

organizational operations to achieve these growth targets.

Logan Paff - Chief Executive Officer. He has sustainable investing experience with NuGen

Capital Management, consulting experience with McKinsey & Co, and commercial real estate

experience with CBRE. His time with NugGen capital gave him a deep understanding of the

sustainable investing market, and the federal regulations and incentives that surround it. At

Brown University, Logan is a member of the men’s lacrosse team and the Brown Investment

Group. Logan completes his degree in Business, Entrepreneurship, Organizations in Spring

2023.

Gresh Chapman - Product and Design Lead. He studies Industrial Design at the Rhode Island

School of Design, a premier hub for materials research and innovation. He is also the Body and

Design Lead for the Brown Formula Racing Team, with multiple experiences building cars from

composite materials. His hands-on experience with composites, bodywork, and fabrication will

prove critical in our initial material development phase. Additionally, Gresh’s design skills will

help us establish a trustworthy image through our branding and sponsored race car graphics.

Lastly, Gresh has scaled multiple 100k+ follower social media accounts, which will help guide

our initial web presence.

Suraj Anand - Chief Financial Officer. He is an experienced navigator of the startup space,

working for almost a year for Data Analytics at VolKno. At Brown University, he conducts

research on interpreting neural networks and is an insatiable developer of new applications and

models. Some of his recent projects include an application that interactively displays entertaining

statistics about Facebook Messenger Usage similar to Spotify Wrapped, and a Decentralized

Token Exchange hosted on the Ethereum Blockchain. He possesses a strong technical

background with experience in over eight coding languages and proficiency with excel. Suraj

completes his degree in Applied Mathematics and Computer Science in Spring 2024.
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Samantha Martin - Head of Sustainable Development. She has significant experience within the

sustainability and strategic planning spheres, working for startups in these spaces her past two

summers focusing on business development and strategic planning. On campus, she gained

organizational management experience as the director of Sustainability for Fashion @ Brown,

leading a team of eight to plan and fundraise for the inaugural Sustainability Conference in the

Spring of 2023 and serves on the Committee on University Resource Management. Samantha

completes her degree in Environmental Studies with an Entrepreneurship Certificate at Brown

University in Spring 2023.

Paris Winkler - Head of Sales and Marketing. She has national and international marketing

experience as she worked in professional sports drafting for The New York Mets and traveled

overseas to China with the Beijing Women’s National Volleyball team. Paris has additional sales

experience through her time at Lululemon in which she learned critical sales techniques from

both an operational and local focus point. At Brown, she is the captain of the women’s Varsity

Volleyball team and is the current CEO of Kappa Alpha Theta. She completes her degree in

International Business with a language proficiency certificate in Chinese from Brown in May,

2023.

Expert Advisors Offer Industry Insight

Jack Waksman is an automotive industry expert through his experience supplying U.S.

automakers composite parts. He previously served the Executive Vice President and General

Manager of the Automotive Parts Division of the Shawmut Corporation. The Shawmut

Corporation is a composite material manufacturer and supplier to OEMs like Ford and GM. The

company specializes in material innovation, including the offering Neolux™, a sustainable,

luxury alternative to automotive interior fabrics. Now, Waksman is the Director of International

Business Development for the Shawmut Corporation. Jack has a Bachelor’s of Science in Textile

Engineering from Philadelphia University and a MBA from Baruch College.

Alessandra Carreon is an automotive industry expert specializing in sustainability. Throughout

her career, she’s been fortunate enough to work at organizations whose missions align with my

passion to accelerate the adoption of equitable solutions to the world’s most pressing problems,
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including climate change. She earned a bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering with a focus

on environmental applications at Rice University and an MBA at the University of Michigan.

Afterwards, she worked for the Ford Motor Company, leading sustainability efforts to ensure that

the company’s material sourcing was responsible, transparent, and in line with global

regulations. Today at RMI, she leads passenger mobility and infrastructure projects that

accelerate global transportation electrification, with a focus on developing and implementing

strategies to create an equitable EV value chain and advance initiatives related to battery

circularity.

Max Pratt is a composites professional and bike fabricator. He started building bike frames as an

undergraduate at the Rhode Island School of Design, where he completed a Bachelor’s of Arts in

Furniture Design and a Master’s of Industrial and Product Design. Pratt is the Founder and

Technical Director of Pratt Racing, a company created to design better custom racing bikes for

riders. Under Pratt Racing, he established and sponsored a UCI cyclocross team. Now, Pratt is

the director of Nice Bikes, a rebranded non-profit version of Pratt Racing, focused on supporting

athletes instead of building bikes for profit.

Korey Cournoyer is the Director of Corporate Development and Strategy at GrowthLab, a

financial services company aimed to help startups from the start-Up and emerging growth Stage

to the turnaround stage. He has years of industry experience in scaling startups in all areas of

finance, including forward business modeling, financial management, capital raising, or even

board relations. Korey graduated from Saint Michael’s College with a Bachelor’s of Arts in

Accounting and a minor in Computer Science and Business.

Jeremy Crisp is the Managing Partner of Nail Communications, a marketing company focused

on strategic branding to catalyze growth. Crisp’s clients include  Natural Balance Pet Food,

Lifespan, Tradewind Aviation, Navigant Credit Union, New Balance, Rhode Island Foundation,

CollegeBound Saver, New Bedford Whaling Museum, IGT, and Rhode Island Pro Soccer. He

graduated from Trinity College of Dublin with a BBS in Marketing.
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Kristen Mashikian is a seasoned entrepreneur and software engineer. She graduated from Brown

University with a Bachelor’s of Science in Computer Science. Kristen has extensive experience

in start-ups. She founded Anchor, a personalized, professional development software company,

in 2020, and worked as a software engineer for tech start-ups SaasWorks, a data-driven software

company aimed to help business grow, and Neeva, the world’s first ad-free, private search

engine. Kristen is currently an Angel Investor at Gambit Investors.

Daniel Holmander is a U.S. Patent and Trademark Office registered patent attorney (U.S. Reg.

No. 59,518) and admitted to the federal district courts in Rhode Island and Massachusetts. Daniel

has extensive experience in developing and executing strategies for clients’ intellectual property

portfolios with a sharply honed focus on furthering their business objectives. He advocates and

counsels clients in intellectual property areas such as patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade

secrets, unfair competition, and domain names. Daniel’s range of technology areas is vast

including material science and green technologies.

Daniel Warshay began his entrepreneurial pursuits while an undergraduate at Brown as a

member of the Clearview Software startup leadership team. Apple acquired Clearview in 1989,

and since then, he has co-founded and sold companies in fields ranging from software and

advanced materials to consumer products and media (acquired by Medline, Time, Belo

Corporation, Sealed Air, Penton Media). Since 2005, he has been teaching and leading

workshops on entrepreneurship around the world. Brown’s Critical Review has recognized his

course ENGN1010, The Entrepreneurial Process, as the highest rated course on campus. Danny

received an A.B. in History, magna cum laude, from Brown University (Junior Year at Hebrew

University in Jerusalem), and an M.B.A. from Harvard Business School.

Strategic Partnerships

Brown Formula Racing Team is Brown University’s premier design and build team. The team

designs and builds a formula-style race car for FSAE Michigan, the largest collegiate

engineering and racing competition in North America. Members gain experience in basic and

advanced metal and composites fabrication, 3D modeling, design for manufacture, as well as

component and vehicle testing. The Brown Formula Team offers EcoForm a real-world testing

https://www.apslaw.com/practice/intellectual-property/patentstrademarks/
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ground for our biocomposite material solution, and an avenue to gain the attention of OEMs at

FSAE’s main event in the spring.

Brown Material Science Laboratory is a research facility focused on advanced structural

ceramics and their coatings and composites, functional nanomaterials, and novel photovoltaics,

aiming to innovate within the transportation, energy, and information sectors. This lab will act as

our initial prototyping and testing facility.

Critical Risks, Problems, and Assumptions

Potential for Prolonged R&D Stage

As with any venture, there are risks and assumptions associated with the success of

EcoForm; to mitigate these risks, we have implemented a series of strategies and checkpoints.

EcoForm must go through an extensive research and development period to create the product.

In this research and development period, there are potential, unforeseeable obstacles and barriers

that may obstruct progress. To combat this, the research stage will be given a very strict deadline

to adhere to in order to minimize stagnation. We have formulated a detailed timeline and clear

cut expectations to promote a successful R&D stage (See also: Operational Timeline on page

20). Additionally, we have built in mitigating strategies to prevent significant losses in case our

timeline takes longer than expected. These mitigating strategies will enable EcoForm to

successfully pivot or alter our schedule without running out of funding. For instance, we obtain

non-recurring investments from OEMs to add cushion to our R&D budget. On top of a timeline,

EcoForm will stick to a strict budget across all other business avenues in order to retain the

highest finances for this process. We believe that prioritizing R&D will lower the probability that

we do not meet our timeframe.

Competitors Have Progress in Europe

The current competitive landscape for the biocomposite automotive market contains only

one other competitor, Bcomp. The Swiss company has already closed its Series B funding round,

but remains centered only in European markets. EcoForm intends to scale quickly in the

American market in order to match pace with Bcomp. Moreover, due to branding factors,
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American automotive manufacturers prefer to assemble local American parts, giving EcoForm

an advantage over Bcomp domestically. By establishing itself nationally, EcoForm will have

leverage in capturing most of the Western Hemisphere before Bcmop can expand internationally.

Furthermore, EcoForm takes significant measures to establish barriers to entry in our market. We

are working through the provisional patent process with patent attorney Daniel J. Holmander in

order to protect our intellectual property from competitors and OEMs. These patents will protect

our flax-based biocomposite procedure and manufacturing technology. Additionally, we have a

target branding strategy to encourage consumers to buy automobiles equipped with EcoForm

technology. We aim to make the EcoForm brand synonymous with high quality, sustainable

automobile technology. Accordingly, consumers looking for high quality and sustainable

technology will look for cars with EcoForm and automotive manufactures will brand their

vehicles as containing EcoForm. This branded ingredient marketing strategy further protects

EcoForm against competition by reducing the search costs for consumers and car automakers.

Potential Aversion to Adopting New Technology

Finally, we predict an initial inertia among automotive manufacturers. That is,

automakers may take some time to adopt a new material for production, especially as the new

material will be cost competitive but not as cheap as automotive products. EcoForm will

navigate this reluctance by (1) promoting the sustainable policy incentives to manufacturers and

(2) by proving the quality of our materials at various racing competitions. (3) Providing seamless

manufacturing solutions that fit perfectly with new factories being produced as part of the

Inflation Reduction Act. We believe that this three part strategy targeting both consumers and

manufacturers will appreciably reduce market inertia to our product, and we will be able to

capture a significant market share.
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Proposed Fundraising Offering
EcoForm is seeking two million dollars in Series A funding to support us in quickly

capturing the untapped biocomposites business in the U.S.

This funding will be divided among three major sectors: (1) Research and

Development/Production, (2) Material Scientists Hiring, and (3) Marketing Expenses. We will

allocate one million dollars to purchase our first production facility, establish a flax supplier, and

other costs associated with manufacturing . Specifically, this sum of money will be used to

purchase our first facility along with its equipment. The list of expenses is as follows:

● 5,000 sq/ft facility - $100,000/yr

● Multi-Rapier Looms (3) - $90,000

● Industrial Universal Testing Machines - $10,000

● Erosion Testers $30,000

● Chemical Stability Testers $26,000

● CNC Routing Table - $15,000

● Flax Fiber - $50,000

● Resin Solutions - $100,000

To facilitate the experimentation process and bring industry standard expertise to

EcoForm, we allocate $500,000 to hire three Material Scientists and two or three production

assistants. With this equipment and expertise, EcoForm projects the successful construction of a

minimum viable product by the Quarter 3 mark of Year 1. Finally, we allocate $300,000 for

marketing expenses, which will include sponsoring race cars fitted with EcoForm biocomposite
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bodies in racing series and developing a grassroots marketing campaign to spread the

sustainability and safety advantages to car consumers and manufacturers.

EcoForm will also seek non-recurring engineering investments from OEM strategic

partners. These investments will enable OEMs to outsource their research and development to

us, and diminish the fiscal pressure of our research and development during our initial

investment period. We plan to partner with American OEMs in exchange for significant

biocomposite manufacturing deals. As our projections have a breakeven after year 2 in

production, EcoForm will look for another $10M in year 3 in order to aggressively scale for a

total of $12M over the company's life. This future funding will empower EcoForm to purchase a

full-size factory and to master the complexities of manufacturing operations. In summary,

EcoForm is looking to raise equity funding from VCs familiar in the automotive and material

industries to support Research and Development.

Operational Timeline

As mentioned, our first use case and marketing begins with Brown’s Formula Racing

team, who will bring their biocomposite car to the main competition in Michigan, offering

exposure to auto executives and other teams for us to sponsor. From there, we will expand to

supplying other race teams as we take on our seed round of funding. The first use of invested

capital will go towards material development and production.

Year 1: Series A Funding Drives Development In First Production Facility

Year one’s main operations consist of acquiring a facility and beginning production, all

while forming deals with race teams to help prove and promote our material.

Through our relationship with Brown Formula Racing and the RISD Industrial Design

department, we have already developed a baseline material and process. That said, our current

composite uses generic resin, woven flax, and several other materials purchased from various

manufacturers. After our seed round, however, we will develop our first production facility to

make these materials in house. It’s important for us to control production to assure carbon

neutrality and integrity toward our mission. This requires the purchase of a facility and several
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pieces of manufacturing equipment (See also: Capital Allocation in above section). In order to

manufacture these composites, we will establish deals with Flax suppliers in the U.S. to supply

us with bast fibers to process in our looms. Hiring of our first material scientists and production

lab employees will also occur during year one to continuously improve our product. That product

will be proven and promoted throughout the year by sponsoring various race teams, beginning

with Brown’s Formula SAE Team and spreading to fifty competitors across several leagues.

Through this exposure, we will begin negotiating with automakers about a production placement

of our material.

Year 2: First Customer Scales Production and Justifies Second Funding Round

By year two, we will earn our first customer, break even, and scale production before we

take on our second investment round. Our first production placement will likely be a mid to

upper class electric vehicle, earning a five percent entry into our customers total vehicle

production. This will require nearly 200,000 square feet of material, allowing us to scale rapidly,

and helping to justify our second round of funding for year three.

Year 3: Series B Funding for Full-Scale Production

Our Series B funding of $10M will allow us to purchase our own factory outright. At this

point, we will have two customers building 10% of their cars with EcoForm, requiring over a

million square feet of material. This will also require a massive uptick in flax supply, along with

many new hires in production and management. As an established player, we will apply for B

Corporation certification on the basis of our great reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, and

domestic sourcing of flax. Year four consists of continued U.S. growth, leveraging the tension

between the three large domestic automakers before our international expansion.

Year 5: Expanding to the Asian Auto Market

Having a strong foothold in the small yet accessible American market, we will expand

overseas to supply the massive Japanese and Korean automakers. At this point, we assume our

European competitors to have their respective market controlled. But with the sheer amount of

European automakers to supply, they will likely not have expanded beyond Europe. Entering the

East Asian market allows us to supply two million total cars, for a total revenue of $250M.
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Year 6: Expansion Beyond Automotive - Entering the $130bn Composites Industry

EcoForms success in the automotive industry will propel it towards other applications

such as Marine, Aviation, Construction, and Aerospace. By 2028, the lightweight composites

industry will be worth over $130bn following its 7.5% CAGR and current $89bn value. Given

the high barrier to entry for some of these applications, we may also choose the opportunity for

acquisition or IPO during this time.

Future Hires:

Composites Engineer - Development of dry fiber composites from flax

Automotive Engineer - Assuring our composites are meeting the needs of our customers

Specialized Chemist - Developing resin solutions to go along with our dry fiber composites

Motorsports Manager - Forming/managing relationships with racing teams to sponsor

Production Manager - Organizing production and managing production assistants

Production Assistants - Manual production of composites and specialized parts

Supply Chain Manager - Organizing and maintaining supply of flax and other key supplies

Recruitment Officer - Finding engineers, scientists, and employees as we start production

Financial Officer - Keeping our books as we begin to scale

Customer Support Manager - Ensuring strong customer relationships and trust in product

(Years 3-5)

Based on our rapid growth we will need to hire 5 production managers, 8 more engineers and

chemists, 20 production assistants, 5 more core officers, and 10 more managers to cover various

responsibilities such as customer relations, human resources, R&D, and publicity.

Exit Strategy

EcoForm has identified two exit strategies to ensure substantial investor returns.
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Merger or Acquisition

EcoForms business model puts the company in an advantaged spot for an M&A. With 5

customers and a revenue of $250,000,000 at the end of year 5, the company can leverage its

customer relationships and look to sell at a fair price, understanding Ford and other OEM’s

desire to vertically integrate and control production to match the efficiency of Tesla and other

new players. If a merger or acquisition presents itself, we’d have to proceed with a fervent

caution due to our environmental mission. Many disruptors in the materials market get bought

out and destroyed by larger companies who want to maintain current supply chains. That being

said, EcoForm would specifically look towards merging with Ford, who we believe shares a

mission and values parallel to ours.

IPO

As a second option, if EcoForms rises to dominate the untapped American market, taking

the company public would hold significant value for the business. While EcoForm exists in the

automotive industry, the biocomposite automotive market is virtually nonexistent. Going public

allows EcoForm to corner and possibly monopolize this empty space. An influx of public equity

would allow EcoForm to scale and potentially fund future M&A transactions with prospective

companies.
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Appendix

Income Statement
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Cash Flow Statement

Balance Sheet
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Brown Formula Car 2023

Flax Material Properties
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Team


